
Hawkeye® Barrel Inspection Station For
Firearms Industry Professionals.

Luxxor Video Systems combine with Hawkeye for complete inspection capabilities. See reverse side.

Gradient Lens Corporation

For years, gunsmiths, manufacturers of firearms, and forensics experts have come to
depend upon Hawkeye Precision Borescopes to inspect the lands and grooves of
firearms barrels.  Now, gunsmiths can inspect a rifle and support his proposal for
work to be done with photographs in color of the customer’s barrel on the internet!
Manufacturers can inspect large numbers of barrels as they are completed to ensure
that they meet quality standards and store those records electronically for future 
reference.  And forensic experts can present detailed images of lands and grooves for

analysis or as evidence in court.

The Hawkeye Barrel Inspection Station combines the proven
performance of the Hawkeye with video inspection used in the metal working industry
and a low cost video capture card which is used in high-end Q.C. applications in the
automotive and aerospace industries.  Gunsmiths, manufacturers of custom rifles and
barrels, and forensic experts benefit from sophisticated capabilities that are inexpen-
sive and proven.  High volume manufacturers increase their productivity, enhance

their inspection options, and benefit from signifi-
cantly better documentation of their inspections.

Operation is simple. The inspection station
and a broad range of lighting options are included for

varying conditions.  The Hawkeye and Luxxor video system transmit a high
quality color video image to your video monitor and/or to your desktop
P.C.  An angle eyepiece is included and can be used when a barreled action
needs to be inspected when it is in its stock.  Three different lights are pro-
vided along with spare bulbs.  The system can be stored in the lockable metal
case with die-cut foam when it is not in use.
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Hawkeye Components
HS17-AF    17” Hawkeye Borescope with Adjustable Focus
MTS17      17” Mirror Adapter for viewing lands and grooves
MMAA       Mini-maglite for manual viewing
NOVA        NOVA light and recharger for viewing used barrels
AE-9003    Angle eyepiece for viewing barreled actions in stocks

Luxxor Video Components
Luxxor L Color Video Camera
Luxxor Video Adapter
Luxxor 24 Light                     
Luxxor 24 Lightguide
Spare Lamp Kit

Video Capture Card  Converts and transmits video signal to a monitor 
or desktop P.C. for viewing and/or transmission to 
other P.C.’s or the internet.

Super Case               Lockable metal case with die-cut foam stores 
and protects your Hawkeye Barrel Inspection Station.

Monitor and P.C. not included.

Hawkeye Barrel Inspection Station  $4,395.00  
F.O.B.  Rochester, New York

Hawkeye® Barrel 
Inspection Station 
& Video System For 
Firearms Industry 
Professionals.

Complete Hawkeye
Barrel Inspection Station.


